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PRESS RELEASE
Queens 47’

The possible dream
Can ergonomy, comfort and design live together in fifteen meters only?
Queens 47’ is the answer.
In 15 metres it is possible to find the style, the shape originality and the strength of a superior
dimension boat.
Queens 47’ as the range entry level shows at first sight its dynamic personality and an
unmistakable style.
This is a never end emotion that begins by fascinating with its stylish chosen and carry on focusing
on the most technological details, form the hull till the upper structures. Queens 47’ reveals in
every detail, every line a stylish language so coherent that each point creates a real attractive
look.
Sailing on board of this motoryacht LOA mt 15,41 and max beam mt 4,25 it is an absolutely
unforgettable experience. Technology and tradition are together to create a totally new concept
thanks to volumes and spaces studies making the owner’s cabin an architectural masterpiece.
The Arch. Alessandro Inno was influenced by ergonomy and comfortability in realizing a night zone
presenting a nearly high of two metres incredible for its category.
Amazing in deigning spaces very usable thanks to a special sliding opening system
We find the same care of the external layout study on the internal architecture where volumes,
shapes and natural light plays together for a bighting result. Precious materials gives the real
impression of luxury especially some detail adds and beefs up with a simple and classic but very
innovative idea.
One of the peculiarities consists of the possibility to have a side door near the pilothouse and a
wide stern crew cabin with toilet in case the owner prefers to not have a tender garage which can
be replaced by the hydraulic movement of the platform.
The powerful engines system 450 hp x 2 make excellent performances but mostly surprise for
comfort and manoeuvrability thanks to new keel concept.
Max speed with standard motorization easily goes to 30 knots injecting to the owner sensations of
freedom that draw up freedom sensations to the reality.
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